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Introduction to
occupational diving

PhD Student Natalia Herrán is ready to descent in the North Sea off Helgoland, to practice the use of the full face mask system with wired communication to the surface.

by Dr. Georgios Tsounis, ZMT diving safety officer

Why would a group of 12 tropical marine scientists travel to the North Sea and dive in rather
cold and less than crystal clear waters, using
heavy duty professional diving equipment? The
answer is a long story:

Prerequisites for enrollment in the
course: “Certified Scientific Diver”:

-CMAS-2-star diving qualification or equivalent
-30 hours of logged diving experience
-5 dives logged deper than 25m, 15 dives

in 15-25m depth
German law regulates employer protection via rules for any activity,
including diving for work or study. Professional divers, police divers,
-G31 diving medical exam for diving at work.
rescue divers, fire-brigade divers as well as research divers are required
to undergo special training and follow safety rules that differ from rec-DLRG rescueswimmer license, level Silver
reational sport diving.
-First aid course of 16h (not older than 2 years)
The ZMT relies heavily on scientific diving for its field experiments or
surveys, and recently committed to develop its own (government-ap-Entry exam in pool fitness and theory
proved) course, tailored to the needs of its tropical marine researchers.
However, the process to become a government approved research diving training center takes two years, so the ZMT turned to Prof. Philipp
Fischer, chairman of the German Comission for Research Diving, and his team from the AWI Scientific Diving Center
for support to become a training center. This story is about the first part of the 2013 course of the AWI-ZMT, and could
be titled: “Introduction of tropical researchers with sport diving background to professional diving in the North Sea”.

A new perspective
When you consider that the prerequisites to enroll in the scientific diving course are already considerably high diving
experience and qualifications (see infobox), you perhaps wonder what else is there to learn in order to work underwater?
In fact some participants may have thought the course will repeat what they already know, since they have been diving
for years, accumulating hundreds of dives all over the world, even in some cases reaching instructor qualifications. So
what could this course offer them, other than a necessary piece of paper?
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Professionalism
Well, upon entering the AWI Center for Scientific Diving, the difference between sport
diving and occupational diving becomes clear
in an instant. First of all, the center has its
own dedicated building, that is redesigned to
provide a smooth workflow. Everywhere you
look, you notice how thought went into making work professional, safe and efficient: Infrastructure-wise it means storage rooms, drying halls with air hoses and tubes to quickly
dry gloves and suits, a well equipped workshop to repair just about any piece of diving
equipment, a compressor room, and aquaria
to keep collected organisms alive until further
transport. There is even a mini-pool below
ground that can be filled with seawater to test
new sampling equipment.
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Equipment
Equipment-wise it is all about the right tool for
the job: All types of wet and dry suits, regulators and common dive equipment as could be
expected is hanging on racks. The equipment
is quite uniform among the team, therefore it
is labeled with each users name, something
we later found out makes preparation a lot
easier. But there is equipment you don´t commonly see among sport divers, such as fullface masks with wired or wireless communications, pneumatic drills, lifting bags, surface
supplied air hoses, harnesses and tether lines,
heavy duty Surface-Marker-Buoys, collecting
bags, and various sorts of tools. You get the
idea that diving is just a means to an end.

Top:
Dr.
Kunzmann
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Jeremy
Plass-Johnsson
for
a
dive
using
a
communication
system.
Middle: Dive group in the harbour. Bottom: Dr. Claire Reymond on duty as Mission Leader prepares her divers for entry.

Procedures
Perhaps the crucial difference to the group´s
previous experience were the procedures: After a demonstration by the instructors of how
the surface support team prepares a diver to go
underwater, it was up to the groups to do their
first dive. Even the experienced divers soon realized the advantage of comfort: just sit down
and let the dive mission leader kit you up for
diving. During the first attempt, some divers
could not resist their habit of standing up and
kit up alone, but in the end laziness won. Sitting is of course also safer than standing on a
boat with a 20kg SCUBA tank on your back.
But even if the divers kit up themselves, it is
the responsibility of the dive mission leader to
check his diver´s equipment before letting him
enter the water. He also needs to keep in contact with the diver during his dive, and be able
to communicate. This is done either by surface
marker buoys, or tether lines in combination
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with a code of pulls that mean different signals such as five pulls for “everything ok”, or one pull for “emergency”. In
the latter case, the mission leader can send help to the diver(s) experiencing an emergency, since there is always a safety
diver on standby on the surface. This means that in this support system a tethered diver wearing a full face mask may
safely dive alone, -a new experience for many. The two weeks in Helgoland consisted in large part of daily diving to
become familiar with this new system of teamwork.
Theory
In the afternoons, and sometimes right until dinner, there were theory seminars. The topics ranged from European law
in general and German regulations for research diving, but also hyperbaric medicine, diving physics, and technical principles of diving equipment. Although the group are experienced divers, there is still much to learn for the final exam,
with a level set at CMAS-2-Star-Instructor, which is among the highest in recreational diving worldwide. However,
this thorough understanding is crucial to safety when planning dive missions. Specifically, how regulations affect our
responsibilities, what pressure does to our bodies, what health dangers exist and how to address them, how our equipment works and how it can fail on us.
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Planning a project
During the second week the participants were challenged with the prospection of an AWI study site off Helgoland. The
four groups had to plan both safety measures and how to efficiently survey an artificial reef and sea life around it, -and
then of course conduct the study and present the results. This was when the duty of being dive mission leader become
a very busy job, since he/she is responsible for preparing a risk assessment and detailed mission plan. This kind of

Top: Dr. Andreas Kunzmann in strong current. Bottom: professional logistics in the AWI dive center
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Rescue training
Emergency management was another large part of the course,
in fact it was the most important part. Several recreational
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documentation is another major difference to sport diving and
something to be learned in this course.
Surveying work in open water in the North Sea meant swell,
currents, bad visibility and the burden of signal lines, dry suits
with according weight belts, and full-face masks. And on top
of that, being alone on the seafloor, though connected by the
signal line to the tender on the boat. The only familiar factor
was the work to be carried out, and the tools: Cameras, writing slates, rulers, measuring bands. Standard work for ecologists.
Remarkably, despite no previous experience in cold water, all
divers adapted easily and just did the job in the same fashion
as more experienced divers in the group who had the benefit of experience in northern latitudes. Two of the groups we
given the chance to use communication systems that allowed
them to constantly speak to the tender on the boat. While
standard practice in commercial diving, it is new to divers
coming from sports diving or usually even research diving
backgrounds. The precision in communication avoids misunderstandings and improves the efficiency and safety: For
example, the diver can be asked how much air he has left, he
can be directed so that he does not entangle his signal line, the
tender can talk to the diver and calm him down if he is nervous, and emergencies can be detected and dealt with before
they even occur. But like everything else, it takes practice,
and the initial (mis)communications due to background noise
from exhaust bubbles became a humorous subject during dinner: “Tender to diver: everything ok?”; “Diver to tender: what
did you say?”; “Tender to diver: stop breathing when listening!”; “Diver to tender: What?”…

Top: final check before diver descends. Middle: Dr. Sebastian Ferse conducting a simulated rescue excercise. Bottom: Co-Instructor Matthias Wehkamp briefing the divers.
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diving agencies offer scientific courses for
sports divers, and teach methods to obtain
data. On the contrary, this course for occupational diving research focuses on teaching risk assessment, dive planning and the
use of a proven supervision in a team system, and how this is applied in emergency
management. Granted, scientific methods
are used in the course, but to be honest,
only to confront the divers with the need to
structure, plan and carry out a given task,
because in their future career, the methods
will quite frequently be developed for each
project from scratch. On the other hand,
safety and the ability to rescue a diver in
an emergency is a constant requirement
throughout ones diving career.
So while diving from a training pontoon
sheltered in the harbor, the dive tenders and
mission leaders inevitably received a clearly simulated emergency signal, to which
they had to respond by initiating the rescue
chain. This means sending down the standby diver, and with his help, bring the team
member that is simulating unconsciousness
on deck and into safety, while diagnosing
possible causes, providing first aid, and
alarming paramedics. Without doubt, these
proved to be the most challenging situations for the participants. Mission leaders
had to coordinate their team, quickly take
decisions, while thinking clearly, to avoid
mistakes. They had to use their knowledge
on diving medicine to assess their situation,
and remember what they learned in the first
aid course. The safety diver was brought to
the limits of his performance, swimming as
fast as possible with a diver in tow. Equipment had to be managed, entanglement
with safety lines avoided. Over the days,
the emergencies become more subtle, letting behind clear emergency signals, and
using more realistic scenarios such as no
reply to signals, panic, and other unexpected situations that perplex the mission leader
on duty and train awareness and perception.
Again, everyone did really well, and honed
their skills over the days.

Top: Dive team arriving at the study site. Middle: Safety briefFinal words
ing before the divers enter the water. Bottom: Helgoland in August.
This first part of the 2013 research diving
course was a very encouraging beginning of the ZMT´s efforts to become a training center. The participants brought an
open mind towards learning to use a system originating in professional diving and saw it as a valuable addition to their
skills, rather than a nuisance. The course was tough, people fell into bed each night after a hard day of work at sea, and
came back home exhausted after the course. But it was worth it and everyone is proud of their accomplishments. Thanks
to the AWI team for their tremendous dedication! We look forward to the second part in November, where the techniques
and the system learned in the North Sea shall be applied and adapted to conditions in warm water (the second part was
originally planned to be in Egypt, but due to the political situation there we now opted for Crete). www.zmt-bremen.de

